Despite intensive research has been carried out to understand the fatigue behaviour of steel notched geometries, under variable amplitude loading, no definite and general robust models have been derived so far. Therefore, any effort to increment the knowledge in the topic is welcome. Within this premise, it is proposed an assessment of existing variable amplitude data (spectrum block loading), which has been derived by authors for a notched geometry, made from a low carbon pressure vessel steel (P355NL1), within the local approaches and linear damage summation framework, and supported by elastoplastic finite element analyses. Several blocks are analyzed using elastoplastic finite element analysis with Mises plasticity theory and Chaboche's nonlinear kinematic hardening. The predictions are assessed using available experimental fatigue data as well as with predictions made with simplified elastoplastic analyses. This paper highlights the difficulties on performing the elastoplastic analysis and compares the obtained results with those obtained using simplified classical tools for elastoplastic analysis. Fatigue predictions based on elastoplastic analysis made using the Chaboche's model with four parameters were more accurate than predictions based on simplified elastoplastic analysis.
Introduction
Pressure vessel components invariably experience non-uniform loading histories during their service life, motivating research on material and component performance under variable amplitude loading, and the continual development of more reliable and accurate fatigue damage models. Important pressure vessels design codes [1] propose procedures for fatigue analysis of variable amplitude loading that are supported by constant amplitude fatigue data and a linear damage summation rule, as proposed by Miner [2] . This type of analysis neglects any load sequential effects that occur during the fatigue loading history, which is an important limitation. In fact, the linear summation rule does not consider the interaction effects between higher to lower stress levels or vice-versa. The linear damage rule also neglects the damage induced by any stress below the fatigue endurance limit. Most of metallic materials and components exhibit more complex behaviors than modeled by the linear damage rule. However, and despite the referred limitations of the fatigue linear damage rule, this rule is still nowadays widely used for design purposes due to its simplicity. Also, for random or spectrum loading, the linear damage rule may yield satisfactory damage estimates, since loading sequential effects may be attenuated.
This paper proposes the evaluation of published fatigue data for a notched detail made of a pressure vessel steel -the P355NL1 steel [3] [4] [5] . Variable amplitude fatigue data is available for stress ratio R=0. The data consists of repeating variable amplitude blocks applied according Low-High-Low (L-H-L), Low-High (L-H), High-Low (H-L) and Random stress range sequences. The available experimental fatigue data is assessed using the local approach based on strain-life data of the material. In particular, the Morrow's equation [6] , with mean stress effects, is used to model the notched detail for the same loading conditions of the experimental data:
where ε is the strain range, σ m is the mean stress of the cycle, E is the Young modulus, N f is the number of cycles to failure, f σ ′ is the fatigue strength coefficient, b is the fatigue strength exponent, f ε ′ is the fatigue ductility coefficient and c is the fatigue ductility exponent. The linear damage rule [2] is used to model the fatigue damage for the variable amplitude fatigue data:
where D is the fatigue damage, N is the number of applied stress/strain cycles and N f is the number of cycles to failure. In order to apply the local strain approaches, elastoplastic stress analysis is carried out using a finite element model. A rate-independent plasticity model available in the commercial finite element analysis (FEA) code ANSYS® is applied [7] . A J 2 associative plasticity theory (Mises's yield criterion) with kinematic hardening of the yield surface is used. The kinematic hardening is essential for a convenient description of the cyclic response of the materials (e.g., Bauschinger effect). The Chaboche (CHAB) kinematic hardening model will be applied, for 3 particular model configurations which are 2 parameters
Alternatively to the constitutive modeling of the cyclic plasticity, simplified elastoplastic stress analysis is also used for comparison purposes. The Glinka [8] approach will be used, together with the Ramberg-Osgood [9] description of the cyclic curve of the material, respectively:
where ε is the local strain range, σ is the local stress range, σ nom is the nominal stress range, E is the Young modulus, K ′ is the cyclic strain hardening coefficient, n′ is the cyclic strain hardening exponent and t k is the elastic stress concentration factor.
Experimental data
Experimental fatigue data from a notched rectangular plate is assessed in this paper [3] [4] [5] . Figure 1a illustrates the geometry of the notched detail. The notched plate is made of fine grain low alloy carbon steel -the P355NL1 steel, which is intended for pressure vessel applications. The notched detail exhibits a stress concentration factor, k t , of 2.17. This stress concentration factor corresponds to the ratio between the local notch stress and the remote stress [10] . The notched geometry was fatigue tested under remote stress control, at room temperature in air, using a servo-hydraulic machine, rated to 100 kN. The following fatigue loading conditions were applied [3] [4] [5] : test series composed by variable amplitude blocks applied according the L-H-L, L-H, H-L and Random stress range sequences, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Each block is composed by 100 cycles with stress range varying between 20 MPa and 420 MPa. While the L-H-L sequence shown in Fig. 2 represents two blocks, the other sequences represent one block. The sequences shown in Fig. 2 are repeatedly applied until failure. Test series were conducted under R=0.0. Table 1 summarizes the fatigue test series that are considered in this investigation. A more comprehensive description of the fatigue test data can be found in references [3] [4] [5] .
Cyclic Plasticity Modeling
In order to compute the local stresses and strains, at the root of the notch of the detail, the Von Mises yield model (J2-based plasticity model) with Chaboche's non-linear kinematic hardening was used. Three distinct configurations of the Chaboche's kinematic hardening were used, namely with 2 (2P), 3 (3P) and 4 (4P) parameters. The kinematic hardening is essential to describe cyclic plasticity. Chaboche's model allows the representation of the correct curvature between stresses and strains, after yielding. The use of several constants in the Chaboche's model means the superposition of several non-linear kinematic hardening models. Each non-linear model is tuned for a specific range of strains. Therefore, the superposition of several non-linear models allows a better description of the cyclic behavior for a higher range of strains than usually obtained with a single non-linear model. Also, the superposition of several non-linear kinematic hardening models allows a better description of the ratcheting strain than using a single non-linear model [11] . The constants of the model were identified through a curve fitting procedure, based on a trial and error analysis. The response of a single element model under uniaxial stress state is fitted to the cyclic curve of the material, given by the Ramberg-Osgood relation [12] .
Assessment of Variable Amplitude Data
The Eq. (1) is applied to predict the fatigue life of notched specimens under constant amplitude fatigue data. The required elastoplastic strain amplitude and cyclic mean stresses are determined using both simplified formulae, Eqs.(3), as well as a constitutive cyclic plasticity model. In particular, the Glinka's model as well as the Chaboche's model were used. The Chaboche's model was applied within a finite element analysis. Figure 1b) illustrates the finite element mesh which is based on 4-noded linear isoparametric elements. Plane stress elements were used. Elements of 0.39 mm×1.25 mm were used at the notch root. A preliminary linear elastic analysis revealed an elastic stress concentration factor of 2.14, which is only 1.4% lower than specified in reference [10] . In order to assess the cyclic mean stress by means of the simplified formulae, the Glinka's approach was used also for monotonic loading, to derive the maximum stress of the cycle at the notch. Then, the cyclic mean stress was evaluated subtracting the stress amplitude derived from the cyclic analysis. The Glinka's model was applied independently to each individual cycle of the block to derive the mean stress and strain ranges. The method does not capture the cyclic mean stress relaxation or progressive plastic deformation that may occur due to the plastic action, which is captured, at least qualitatively, by the Chaboche's model (see Fig. 3-a) ). Three versions of the Chaboche's model were adopted, namely with 2, 3 and 4 parameters. The simulations with the Chaboche's model were carried out over 400 cycles which represents the application of four consecutive blocks. Figure 3a) shows the stress-strain history at the notch root for the L-H-L sequence and Fig. 3b represents the evolution of the mean stress and stress amplitude at notch root. The elastoplastic analysis for a sequence of four blocks represented very time consuming simulations and convergence difficulties. Therefore, the simulation over the complete time history is therefore an impossibility with the current state-of-the art models and hardware. The elastoplastic conditions were extrapolated from the conditions at the end of the fourth block. Figure 4 shows the predictions of the fatigue life for the variable amplitude block loading. The total number of blocks is simulated and compared with the corresponding experimental values. The blocks were simulated using the finite element model, with the Chaboche's plasticity model. The cyclic behavior at the notch root was assessed for the last block of the simulations, namely the notch strain amplitude and the notch cyclic mean stress. The simplified elastoplastic analysis was also applied, but considering independent the cyclic behavior of the each cycle. All predictions made with the simplified elastoplastic analyses were always conservative. The predictions carried out with the Chaboche's model produced in general non conservative results, but predictions fall always bellow twice the experimental number of blocks. The Chaboche's model with 4 parameters produced the better predictions, being more close to the experimental results (less prediction error) for all sequences, except for L-H, where the Glinka's approach produced only slightly better predictions. 
Conclusions
An analysis of fatigue data available for a notched detail made of P355NL1 steel under variable amplitude loading was proposed in this paper. The strain-life model together with the linear damage model, were used to assess the available data. The use of the strain-life model was justified by experimental observations that point out a significant crack initiation process. To support the application of the strain-life model, classical simplified elastoplastic analyses (Glinka's approach) were performed as well as alternative finite element analysis with a cyclic plasticity model -Chaboche's kinematic hardening model with J2 plasticity theory.
The analysis of the predictions revealed that the Glinka's approach based predictions were conservative and the Chaboche's model based predictions were generally non-conservative. However, the Chaboche's model with 4 parameters defining the non-linear hardening rule produced the best predictions (less prediction error). 
